
Centre console with 
optional power strip

Cable hook

Intravenous (IV) support pole

Trolley handle for
ease of mobility 

Humidifier cable port

Base plate release button 

Trolley table securely holds 
ventilation device

Humidifier bracket for 
external humidifier 

Lockable wheels
for increased security

Storage bin for added
essentials 

ResMed's Hospital Trolley is well suited  
to a variety of hospital environments, 
providing optimised convenience and  
uncompromised mobility.



ResMed's Hospital Trolley has been intelligently 
designed to transport the Astral™ 100 and 
Astral 150 life support ventilators around any 
hospital or clinical setting. 

It features the option of a medical grade power 
strip, located in the centre console, which lets 
you  connect multiple electrical devices and 
power them with just one cord. This eliminates 
unnecessary wires, providing greater convenience 
and ease-of-use when moving ventilated patients.

The trolley also has the capacity to hold compatible 
accessories, including an oxygen cylinder, an 
external humidifier, and a circuit support arm—
offering you an all-in-one, comprehensive solution.

Discover more about ResMed 
at ResMed.com

Key features

• Designed to hold the device, plus its full range of
compatible accessories.

•  Sleek, stable and highly mobile, the trolley can
be transported with ease. The wheels have been
designed to glide over uneven surfaces, and they
are lockable, so you can safely secure the trolley.

• The humidifier bracket makes it easy to hook on
an external humidifier in one simple step.

• You can store any necessary extras in the optional
storage bin for even more efficiency.
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Product codes

Hospital Trolley 27914

Hospital Trolley Base Plate (Astral) 
(included with Hospital Trolley) 27928

Power Strip: US 27931

Power Strip: EU 27932

Power Strip: ANZ 27933

Power Strip: UK 27934

Hospital Trolley Cylinder Mount 
(optional) 27930

Hospital Trolley Storage Bin (optional) 27929

Circuit Support Arm 24917

Technical specifications

Height 1038 mm (1657 mm with IV Pole) 
(40.9") (65.2" with IV Pole)

Base diameter 511 mm x 504 mm (20.12" x 19.8")

Shipping weight 31.5 kg (69.5 lb)

Load limit 25 kg (55.12 lb)

Upper cable port

Trolley rear panel

Oxygen cylinder 
mount

Lower cable port


